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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Spain  

Ordenamiento Jurídico Nuclear, Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear, Madrid, 2004, 710 pages 

This book in the Spanish language entitled “Compendium on nuclear legislation” was published 
by the Nuclear Safety Council. It sets out nuclear legislation in force in Spain and is divided into seven 
parts, respectively dealing with general and special standards regulating the Nuclear Safety Council, 
regulations, Nuclear Safety Council technical standards, radiological health standards, various bodies 
and entities exercising responsibilities in the field of nuclear energy, other relevant provisions and 
international instruments. 

United Kingdom 

Verification Yearbook 2004 published by the Verification Research, Training and Information 
Centre (VERTIC), London, 2004, 232 pages 

This study by the Verification Research, Training and Information Centre (VERTIC), a 
non-governmental organisation based in London, aims at making a valuable contribution to the further 
development of the concept of “verification” regarding compliance to functional international arms 
control and disarmament agreements. This concept is implemented in practice through increased 
transparency checked in an independent manner, including on-site inspections, and the ability to 
clarify any compliance problem.  

The 2004 Yearbook is the result of intensive work over many months by VERTIC researchers 
and staff members and external consultants and contributors. The introduction of the 2004 Yearbook 
describes the state of play of verification in 2004, focusing in particular on the role of national 
implementation measures in ensuring full compliance with states’ treaty obligations. The 2004 
Yearbook is divided into three main parts, dealing respectively with arms control and disarmament, 
environment and other issues, such as Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and the monitoring of 
human rights treaties. 
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United States 

Universal compliance – A Strategy for Nuclear Security, by George Perkovich, Jessica T. Mathews, 
Joseph Cirincione, Rose Gottemoeller, Jon B. Wolfsthal, Washington, 2005, 225 pages 

This book is the final version of a report released in June 2004 for worldwide review of the 
question of nuclear non-proliferation. In developing their report, the authors, from the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, started from the premise that the new strategic aim of 
non-proliferation policy should be to achieve universal compliance with the norms and rules of a 
toughened nuclear non-proliferation regime. The authors consulted with experts and officials in 
21 countries across the United States, Europe, Asia, the Middle East and the former Soviet States.  

After discussing the goal and implications of a strategy of Universal Compliance, the authors 
make policy recommendations regarding the key elements of a non-proliferation enforceable regime, 
including strengthening its enforcement, blocking the supply including export control, and abating the 
demand of nuclear materials and technology. They then apply the strategy to regional crisis such as the 
Iran or North Korea crisis. The book contains several tables and graphics providing information on 
nuclear proliferation worldwide. 

NEWS BRIEFS 

OECD Nuclear Energy Agency 

Second International Workshop on the Indemnification of Nuclear Damage 

The Second International Workshop on the Indemnification of Nuclear Damage took place on 
18-20 May 2005 in Bratislava, Slovak Republic. The Workshop was co-organised by the NEA and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic, with the co-operation of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). It attracted 108 participants from more than 27 countries, the 
majority of which were NEA member countries. Workshop participants examined the legal issues 
raised by the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and its interaction with the 
Paris Convention regime through discussions of two fictitious scenarios of nuclear accident. The first 
scenario involved a fire in a nuclear installation located in the Slovak Republic resulting in the release 
of significant amounts of radioactive materials in neighboring countries; the second involved a fire on 
board a ship transporting enriched uranium hexafluoride along the Danube River. Both scenarios 
allowed participants to evaluate the compensation mechanisms which would be implemented in 
countries where nuclear damage had occurred. The NEA intends to publish the proceeding of this 
Workshop. 

International Nuclear Law Association 

Nuclear Inter Jura 2005 

As mentioned in the Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 74, the International Nuclear Law Association 
(INLA) will hold its 16th Congress from 9 to 14 October 2005 in Portorož, Slovenia. 

Key dates for the submission of papers to be presented orally at the Conference are as below: 
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• 31 January 2005 – Abstract Submission (still open); 

• 30 April 2005 – Second Announcement; 

• 30 June 2005 – Early registration; 

• 1 September 2005 – Camera-ready papers. 

Further information may be obtained from the Nuclear Training Centre (ICJT), Jamova 39, 
SI-1000 Ljubljana. Fax: +386 1 561 2276 and on the Web site: www.icjt.org/INLA2005. The 
Conference programme is now available at: www.icjt.org/INLA2005/program.htm. 
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